
Sl.No items of works Qty Unit Rate Amount

1

Providing concrete base of size 45 x 45 x 60 cms

with PCC 1:2:4 using 20 mm metal for fixing the

GI pipe post including cost of all materials,

scaffolding and curing

35 Nos.

2

Providing and fixing 2”dia GI pipe (B Class) with

anchor plates welded at bottom as directed

including painting the pipe with 2 coats of

enamel paint over a coat of primer.

20 RM

3

Providing and fixing 3”dia GI pipe (B Class) with

anchor plates welded at bottom as directed

including painting the pipe with 2 coats of

enamel paint over a coat of primer.

90 RM

4

Providing and fixing in position welded truss of

30 cm overall depth made out of 32x32x1.6 mm

square pipe (TATA Structura make) at top,

bottom and interconnecting members welded to

the pipes as directed with necessary plates to fix

the rafters/ purlins including painting with 2

coats of enamel paint over a coat of zinc

chromite primer

250 RM

5

Providing and fixing in position 14 guage TATA

GI sections and the following sizes as rafters

welded to the trusses as directed including

painting 2 coats of synthetic enamel paint over a

coat of primer        

  4”x 2”sections                          

90 RM

6

Providing and fixing in position 25 x 25 mm suare

GI rectangulat sections 16 guage thickness TATA

structura sections as purlins firmly welded to

trusses/ rafters as directed including painting

with 2 coats of synthetic enamel paint over a

coat of Zinc Chromite primer

630 RM

PRICE BID FOR PROVIDING SHEET ROOFING WORKS ON TERRACE (1ST & 2ND FLOOR) OF BANK'S EXISTING 

TWO STORIED BRANCH BUILDING AT IDUKKI (PAINAVU)



7

Providing and fixing in position coloured

Aluminium corrugated sheets of 0.45 mm

(Jindal/ everlast) using necessary bolts

(minimum 4 bolts to each sheet) including cost of

all fixtures such as bitumen rubber washer,

covering the holes with water proofing ompound

etc. Measurement shall be for the actual

covered area inclusive of overlaps

650 Sq.m

8

Providing and fixing in position ridges and valleys

of necessary size made from 18 guage GI colour

coated sheet and painting as directed including

cost of clamps other supports as directed

65 RM

9 Providing and fixing PVC gutter of size 8" 130 RM

10
Providing and fixing in position PVC down water

pipes 8”dia (4 Kg) (with necessary drop, clamps

bottom seat  etc. complete

50 RM

TOTAL

GST at applicable rates will be extra
The scope of works includes preparation of plan, Elevation and section drawings for submission to 

govt authorities and no extra payment will be made for the same..


